
From: Gary S. Gevisser 

Sent: Monday, May 05, 2008 1:13 PM PT 

To: Adam L Tucker 
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

Washington DC.; Neil Gevisser; The Cow - BIG BEN aka The IT's writer; Gerard 

Arpey - American Airlines - President and Chief Operating Officer ; Diana Henriques 

- journalist New York Times - Big Jury Award in Injury Case Over Keyboards - 

December 10, 1996; Larry King Live; Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard University Law 
School; 'chomsky@mit.edu'; Lars Trupe; Grace Osborne - Assistant Director, Global 

Leadership Institute - University of California, San Diego; Tefo Mohapi; Augusto 

Benito Vargis; Sternshow@howardstern.com; Syd Cohen - Commander of Israel 

Squadron 101 - Israel War of "Independance" [sic]; 60m@cbsnews.com; Mathew 

Margo Esq. - 60 Minutes Attorney - son of South African Judge Margo who in 1949 

developed the "blueprint" for the Israeli Air Force; Mossad; United States Justice 
Department; President Rosenberg of the Screen Actors Guild; 

President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: YOU CANNOT MAKE MONEY! - Front & Back 

 

The “just3ants.com” is too close to the toilet bowl and seems out of proportion?  
 

Email Jonathan who is in school but very possibly checking his email every half 

hour, if not sooner. 

 

You have to ask yourself, “Would I, someone who has very little money, has to 
watch every penny, be willing to purchase this one t-shirt?” 

 

Is it interesting to you that I doubt anyone who has all their basic needs met - and 

finds so little time to help others in need, but all the time in the world to waste with 

“lost souls” who go in and out with the tide just constantly calculating how they can 

“get by”, everything nothing more than a “means to an end”, the end we both know 
is to “get money” no matter how, just so long as not having to break a sweat, and 

of course so very important to look “cool” at all times - will bother with buying this 

t-shirt that means again absolutely nothing to them. 

 

Consequently, you have to focus on these so extraordinarily few and beyond belief 
selfish individuals who know nothing more about life than to “play all sides”.  

 

That list of people include each and everyone on the $ HIT LIST and those 

equally miserable selfish bastards, yet to be uploaded.  

 

They, however, constitute an extraordinarily small percentage of our target 

audience who should be informed why this miniscule “ruling elite” want to believe 
you will fall “flat on your face”. 

 

The “ruling elite”, remember, come in all shapes and sizes and they are not all 

fatsos. 

 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/atucker-shot.pdf
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/atucker-militarycom.pdf


I believe you have never been to New York City, let alone spent like me and my 

brother Neil, an inordinate amount of time on the upper east end of Manhattan, one 

of the 5 Burroughs of New York City, De Beers’ money laundering and intelligence 
gathering capital of the world, equally well known to all senior members of the 

world’s intelligence services-institutes. 

 

They do a lot of walking on the upper east end and amongst the very wealthy there 

are extraordinarily few fatsos; and nor are all of them anorexic but they are 
excruciatingly self-absorbed, and most of all they know they have America’s big 

gun-money-power backing them every step of the way, and why they don’t feel the 

need to carry weapons, but of course feeling increasingly less safe as time marches 

on and the masses don’t resort to violence, first of course amongst themselves that 

then allows the ruling elite to cull the masses not butchered on very carefully 

orchestrated wars in faraway places. 
 

Again, only focus on this “mad-hatter”  

 
crowd in order to motivate your mass market sales force who will “get it” much 

quicker than the “ruling elite” who again come in all shapes and sizes as well as 

colors and ethnic backgrounds would dream possible in their worst nightmare, once 
your sales force knows that it is me very active and of course most persuasive 



“behind the scenes” who knows the maddening crowd as well as I know the “back 

of my hand”; beginning with the fact that just because you happen to be “thin” 

does mean you have stamina. 
 

Now look again at those carbon copied and in a short while you will get to see all 

those blind copied just like Israeli Military Intelligence and the Mossad who have 

yet, at least to the best of my knowledge, instructed their Kidon unit to send out an 

assassination unit, since for starters both IMI as well as the Mossad know that I am 
extraordinarily “wired” and I happen to be telling the truth, something that is not 

lost on the world’s most intelligent who don’t equate “success” with “money”. 

 

There is not a single living human being, including my Royal Mater that has mixed 

like I have in the circles of the “ruling elite” and at the same time been sought by 

them to provide guidance in most of all, remaining off the “radar screen”. 
 

Never have the “ruling elite” at least in modern day times had a credible “mole” 

such as myself so deeply imbedded. 

 

You hear a lot of “blah blah” coming out of the mouths of those most of all who at 
best provide “lip service” to those at the bottom of the DAAC pyramid, but of course 

increasingly less so, as I simply allow these days for my typed words to do all the 

talking, and being heard at light-g-d-speed to all 4 corners of the globe. 

 

Increasingly those all about “money, me” don’t know who to trust since for starters 
they know they cannot trust as far as they can throw them, beginning with their 

own offspring who they know are only sticking around to see how much money they 

can get out of them so that their so “superfishal” [sic] offspring don’t ever have to 

bother working for a living let alone take a job that has them sweat. 

 

My eldest brother Neil, more so than any human being I know has not only never 
been pretentious but always sweated very hard for a living, and very generous to 

boot; moreover, no one including Dr. Ruth, who always paid him very well ever 

giving him anywhere close to a “handout” which affords him a much better 

opportunity to now “stand tall”; bearing in mind that Neil is also not burdened by 

children of his own, all the while like me most sensitive to how poorly most children 
are raised. 

 

Neil, remember, first began attending boarding school at age 7, and he was the 

eldest. 

 
Again, I know versus believe, that with each tick of the clock the selfish bastards 

amongst us are increasingly paralyzed beginning with those who have the 

knowledge of how De Beers and Co. first went about hooking both the middle and 

working class on worthless-fictitious monies, more specifically the “pursuit of 

making money” to the point that “productivity” was in no time lost in the English 
vocabulary, and as these two classes proliferated and the world’s minerals 

resources beginning with water dried up, so they would be at each others throats 

and most of all the ruling elite were counting on that happening very quickly as 



they sought safe havens in remote locations such as Switzerland which happens to 

be a spot Google Earth can still locate, at least to the best of my knowledge. 

 
Be sure to let me know if that changes. 

 

Of course you understand, but it helps for me to remind you still, that is why you 

keep hearing the words, “You will never make money out of selling t-shirts” or 

anything for that matter. 
 

Remember, for more than a century the DAAC have not only been practicing their 

craft of destroying all entrepreneurialism they have pretty much perfected their art. 

 

The “brainwashing”, however, is rather hilarious when you just think for a moment 

about it. 
 

The next time someone tells you, “You cannot make money” have them explain to 

you the business of De Beers and what makes them so very unintelligent that they 

cannot follow in De Beers’ footsteps, just like me; better yet someone such as 

yourself, moments away from being evicted out of your apartment, not so very 
stupid to use such an imbecile expression,  

 

“You cannot make money!” 

 

There should be no “compassion” for anyone who thinks they are smarter than G-d 
who can “at will” enter each one of our minds, especially those who keep forgetting 

the mind, all chemistry that translates back into the science, to the math, the most 

precise of all languages given how only a moron wouldn’t conclude that math has to 

be G-d’s principal but not only language; remembering English, ripped out of the 

Latin, one of the spiritual languages by politicians hell bent on confusing the 

masses still has vestiges of spiritually rather well described in 
 

E=mc² ≈ 2 c mE ≈ To see Mother Earth 

 

And of course my one not very often visited website: 

 

WWW.eMANandDOG.com ≈ MOC.godDNAname.WWW ≈  

77,000 year old Blombos rock [www.NEXTraterresTRIAL.com.] 
 
 

http://www.emananddog.com/


 



 
[Word count 1343] 

 
 
_________________________________ 
From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  
Sent: Monday, May 05, 2008 12:19 PM 
To: 'Gary S. Gevisser' 
Subject: Front & Back 

 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/The%20Knotty%20Jews.htm
mailto:[mailto:adam@just3ants.com]


One side: 

  
 
 
Other side: 
 

 
 


